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The 19th Asia Pacific Rally Introduction

◆ Rally Peirod:10.26.2018(Friday) -10.31.2018(Wednesday)

◆ Venue： RV World·Chengdu Palm World RV Campsite

（ Hejiachang Section, Xiyuan Street, Youai Town, Pidu District, Chengdu City, Sichuan

Province）

TEL：86-028-68233588

◆ Rally Organizer：

Organizer： 21RV

Patronage： Asia-Pacific Commission,F.I.C.C.

◆ Booking： Deadline for registration is September 01, 2018. Pitches are limited and early

registration is encouraged.

◆ Activities：The Host provides sites and activities; accommodation and other equipment

are subject to charge.

◆ Rally Pass： Admission fee will be applied.

◆ Register by： 21RV BBS, 21RV Offical Wechat , 21RV Website

◆ Accommodation： Details please refer to the Accommodation and Hotel table.

Time：10/26-10/31.2018

Venue： RV World·Chengdu Palm World RV Campsite,Youai Town,Pidu

District,Chengdu City
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◆ Excursions during the Rally：

1、Two free excursion options on Oct.28 and 29 are held for a limited number of 60 persons.

The Host reserves the right to appropriate quota among the participating countries.

2、The charged excursion options on Oct. 30, prices are for bus fee only (tickets and meals

will be charged additionally).Please see the tour registration table for booking.

◆ Payment： Payment shall be made upon confirmation of registration.

◆ Check in： Check in according to the registration notice (If you can’t receive it in 7 days

before start of the rally, please contact 21RV.)
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Itinerary（The final schedule shall be subject to the actual situation on site）

10/26（Friday） 09:00 - 22:00 Arrival

10 月 27 日

(Saturaday)

08:30 - 09:00 Breakfast Time

09:00 - 09:30 Gathering and Parade

09:30 - 10:30 Opening Ceremony

10:30 - 11:30 RV Family Fleet Welcome Ceremony

10:30 - 13:30 RV Family Music Festival

11:30 - 14:00 Lunch Time

14:00 - 16:00 Asia Pacific RV ＆Camping Summit Forum

16:00 - 18:00 Asia Pacific Council Meeting

18:00 - 20:00 Welcome Dinner

21:30 - 22:00 Free Time

10/28（Sunday）

08:30 - 09:30 Flea Market of Outdoor Camping Equipment

10:00 - 11:30 RV Family Sports Games

10:00 - 12:00 RV Family Music Festival

11:00 - 13:00 Lunch Time

13:00 - 18:00

【Free Tour】Two Options(Only for 60 applicants)

A、Giant Panda Base –the most popular tourist Chengdu destination

for foreigners.

B 、 Agricultural Village (the Birthplace of Chinese Farmhouse) -

Sichuan Cuisine Museum

13:30 - 15:00 【On the Spot】 Wang Xudong Speeh：How to buy a Suitable RV

15:00 - 16:00 【On the Spot】 Lecture on How to Plan a Dream RV Travel

19:30 - 21:30 Free Time

10/29（Monday）
09:00 - 12:00

【Free Tour】Two Options(Only for 60 applicants)

A、Giant Panda Base –the most popular tourist Chengdu destination

for foreigners

B 、 Agricultural Village (the Birthplace of Chinese Farmhouse) -

Sichuan Cuisine Museum

After12：00 Free Time

10/30（Tuesday）

08:30 - 9:30 Closing Ceremony

10:00 - 18:00

【Excursion】Two Options( Bus only, no including tickets and meals)

A. Du Fu Thatched Cottage ， Jinli Street ， Chengdu Temple of

Marquis，Kuan (Wide)Alley and Zhai(Narrow) Alley

B. Dujiangyan(256BC Irrigation System)

10/31（Wednesday） After 12:00 Campsite Close and Airport Drop-off
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Excursions in the Rally

◆Giant Panda Base

Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding is one of the main research bases of giant

pandas and other endangered wild animal conservation projects by Chinese government.

Meanwhile, it is also a Chinese and even the world famous pandas and other rare

endangered wild animal research institute, which includes research and breeding, education

tourism, cultural construction.
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◆ Dujiangyan(256BC Irrigation System)

Dujiangyan is located in the west of Dujiangyan City, Chengdu City,Sichuan Province,which

is situated in the Minjiang River, the western part of Chengdu Plain. Dujiangyan is a large

water conservancy project, built in the late years of Qin Dynasty (about 256 BC ~ 251BC) by

Sichuan Prefecture Li Bing and his son on the base excavation of Bieling. It is composed of

Water Fish Mouth, Feishayan and Baopingkou. For more than two thousand years, it has

played the role of flood prevention and irrigation so that it assists Chengdu Plain to be "the

land of abundance", where can by controlled flood and irrigate a vast of fertile land by

nature. Till now, it has irrigated more than 30 cities, with covering nearly 10 million acres.

Dujiangyan is the oldest and survived water conservancy project, without dam water

diversion features, and it is still used in nowadays in the world. This project is gathering the

crystallization of diligence, courage and wisdom of the labor people in ancient China. The

main attractions of Dujiangyan includes Dragon Taming Temple, Temple of Two Nobilities,

Alan Rope Bridge, Guan Yu Lei, Lidui Park, Yulei Mountain Park, Yunv Peak, Divine Rock

Temple, Monastery of Omnipresent Light, Emerald Lake,Dujiang yan water conservancy

project etc.

Dujiangyan is one of the world cultural heritage (In 2000, it was included in the world
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heritage list by UNESCO.), World Natural Heritage (Sichuangiant panda habitat). It is also the

major historical and cultural site protected at the national level, a national scenic area and

national AAAAA level attractions.
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◆ Chengde Temple of Marquis

Chengdu Temple of Marquis is located in the South Gate of Temple of Marquis Street, in

Chengdu City from Sichuan Province. It is the only temple which king and minister worship

together in China, composed of Temple of Marquis, Chinese Zhaolie Temple and Hui

cemetery. Generally, Chengdu Temple of Marquis was built in 223 AD, but Temple of

Marquis was built before Tang Dynasty nearby Zhaolie Temple which was used for

worshiping Liu Bei at beginning. Then, due to the reconstruction for it in the early of Ming

Dynasty, it combined temple of Marquis so that it formed to the integrated pattern of

temple and cemetery, Excluded Hui cemetery, the main building was rebuilt in Qing Dynasty

in 1672. In 1961, Chengdu Temple of Marquis was appointed as the first batch of major

historical and cultural site protected at the national level by the State Counci. In 1984, the

museum was established and it was awarded the as the first batch of national standard

museum in 2008, with the reputation of the ‘holy land of Three Kingdoms’. Chengdu

Temple of Marquis Museum is divided into three plates, namely historical sites of the Three

Kingdoms, West District, Jinli folk zone, with covering the area of 150 thousand suquare

maters. In 2006, Chengdu Temple of Marquis was rated as the national AAAA tourist

attraction, and become the most influential Museum of the Three Kingdoms in the world
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◆ Du Fu Thatched Cottage

Du Fu Thatched Cottage, also known as the Wanhua cottage, Gongbu cottage, Shaoling

cottage, is located in the bank of Huanhua Brook, outside the West Gate in Chengdu City of

Sichuan Province. It is a national first-class museum with an area of 24 hectares. In 759, as

rebellion An and Shi, Du Fu exiled in Chengdu. With the help of a friend Yan Wu, they built a

cottage in the bank of Huanhua brook, called "Chengdu cottage", and lived here for 4 years.

During this period, Du Fu wrote a total of more than 240 pieces of poetry, being his creation

peak. Du Fu Thatched Cottage has often gone through many wars. The survival buildings

were built for Ming Hongzhi thirteen years (1500) and Qing Jiaqing sixteen years (1811). Du

Fu memorial hall was founded in 1955. In March 4, 1961, the State Council listed Du Fu

Thatched Cottage as a major historical and cultural site protected at the national level. It was

renamed as the Du Fu Thatched Cottage Museum in Chengdu in 1985. It is the largest, most

well preserved, well-known and the most characteristic of attractive for remembering Du Fu.

It has more than one million visitors for each year. In December 4, 2013, British Prime

Minister Cameron, landed at Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport, began a visit tour to

Sichuan. He visited more than 1 hour in Du Fu Thatched Cottage, and wrote a inscription for

Du Fu Thatched Cottage before leaving
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◆ Jinli Street

Jinli Street, also named as Jinli Ancient Street, is an ancient commercial street in Chengdu

City of Sichuan Province in China, located in the middle of Temple of Marquis Street in

Chengdu. The northern of Jinli Street is Jin River, the rainbow bridge located in its east side

and next to east side of Chengdu Marquis Temple Museum. There is an old saying that Jinli

Street is one of the oldest and most commercial streets in history, traced back to the Qin,

Han Dynasties and the Three Kingdoms. Jinli Street covers an area of 30000 square meters,

with occupying construction area of 14000 square meters, a total length of street in 550

meters. In the late Ming and early Qing Dynasties, Vernacular dwellings in Western Sichuan

lived there. It combines tourism, shopping, leisure and entertainment together. Due to its

diversity of entertainment industries, like bar, snack, traditional living place, special tourism

arts and crafts exhibition, it is named as ‘Riverside Scene at Qing Ming Festival of

Chengdu’. Thus, it is an ideal place to experience the culture of the Three Kingdoms and

the charm of Chengdu Folk Street.
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◆ Kuan Alley and Zhai Alley

Kuan (wide) Alley and Zhai (narrow) Alley is a historical and cultural district of Chengdu,

Sichuan, China. It consists of three East-West streets (wide alley, narrow alley and water well

alley from north to south) and residential houses between streets. Kuan Alley and Zhai Alley

in 1980s were listed in the Historical and Cultural City of Chengdu Protection Planning. In

June 2008, Kuan Alley and Zhai Alley renovation project was completed for a period of three

years. Renovated Kuan Alley and Zhai Alley consists of 45 courtyards of the end of the Qing

Dynasty style, both art and culture of the western style garden, the new courtyard style

boutique inn and other characteristics buildings. In 2011, Kuan Alley and Zhai Alley were

named one of ten-new Chengdu attractions.
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成都市地铁图 Chengdu Subway
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Practical Travel Information in Chengdu

Medical Care

The large hospitals in Chengdu include Sichuan Provincial People's Hospital, the third

people's Hospital of Sichuan Province, the second people's Hospital of Chengdu, the

Chinese people's Liberation Army (PLA) Hospital, the Huaxi Oral Hospital of Sichuan

University and the Chengdu Institute of traditional Chinese medicine, among which the

Huaxi Oral Hospital of Sichuan University is the first oral hospital in China.

There are many drugstores in the city. Medicines in the large chain drugstores are various

and cheap. For example, if you want to go to Plateau Tibetan areas from Chengdu, you'd

better buy Herba Rhodiolae to prevent altitude stress.

Emergency Calls

Alarm:110

Fire Alarm:119

First Aid:120

Chengdu Tourism Bureau：028-87706026:

Chengdu Tourist Complaint Hotline：028-96927/86622065:

Chengdu Price Bureau：028-61885560:

Sichuan Provincial Tourism Law Enforcement Team：028-96927:

Sichuan Provincial Tourism Bureau：028-86702855:

Sichuan Provincial Tourism Law Enforcement Team：028-86657308:
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Tips

*The climate in Chengdu is humid, with less sunshine, and more cloudy and foggy. The

annual average temperature is 16 degrees Celsius. In spring and autumn, the temperature in

Chengdu is moderate and the climate is better. Although the temperature is not high in

summer, it is rather sultry. The temperature in winter is above zero, and it seldom snows, but

it is rather cold. The best travel time in Chengdu is Mar.-Jun. and Sep.-Nov.

*The tourism industry in Chengdu is very developed and the city security is good. However,

many crowded places such as railway stations, bus stops and passenger stations one still

need to pay more attention to prevent thieves.

*Chengdu is humid and often rains. It's best to take an umbrella with you when you travel.

*Take care of the safety of the journey. On the journey sometimes you may pass through

some dangerous regional attractions, such as steep slopes, cliffs, and torrent deep holes. In

these dangerous areas, you should try to go together as far as possible, and never take risks

alone.

* When you come out from Shuangliu Airport, especially in the late evening, do not plan to

call a taxi nearby, because drivers often ask for a higher price. It's best to go to a special taxi

stand, the drivers will charge by the meter.

*Chengdu is the hometown of Sichuan cuisine. Sichuan cuisine is famous for its spicy dishes.

It you are not used to spicy foods, please prepare domperidone and berberine to cope with

the gastrointestinal problems. The most delicious food in Chengdu is not in a large

restaurant, but in "fly restaurant", meaning you only need to follow the crowd and cluster

like -flies.
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*There are many historic sites in Chengdu and its surrounding areas. Tourists should

consciously cherish the cultural relics and sites, and do not graffiti.

*Many crowded places such as railway stations, bus stops and bus stations one should be

careful to protect their property so as to prevent theft. For the unavoidable "soliciting"

phenomenon, if it is unnecessary, it is better to refuse directly.
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Welcome to China and Welcome to Chengdu

Visa：

Foreign tourist who wants to visit China need a valid visa, which can be applied at

Chinese consulate in his/her country.

Foreign Exchange：

The currency of China is called "RMB". Before travelling, you can exchange some at

home. In China, the local currency can be exchanged in the bank and hotel. The ex-

change rate of the bank is usually a little lower than that of the hotel.

The popularity of English：

Most civil servants, customs officers, police, hotel staff and men on the street can't

speak English or know half of them; if you speak more slowly, most young people

can understand simple English.

Don't expect people in inns or shops to understand English. Only the staff at the ho-

tel will understand your English.

Social Security

China is usually a safe country. But when you travel in famous scenic spots in Chengdu,

please pay more attention to your wallet and bag.

Traffic:

The local buses in Chengdu are very cheap ($0.15 -1 US dollars). You can try it. Taxis are

convenient at all times.
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Hotel：

You can find many Chengdu hotels on the internet, and there are good choices from one

star to the most luxurious six stars. Most of the rooms is safe, tidy and reasonable in price.

Food：

The local food in Chengdu is fantastic. If you have enough money and your stomach is

strong, you can eat a lot. Chinese restaurants are everywhere and open late. Most

restaurants have menus, including photos of all kinds of dishes, and you also can see what

looks very delicious on the next table.

If your stomach is not strong enough, don’t eat at the stalls on the street nor drink

directly from the tap.

Communication and public facilities:

In China, mobile phones are very common and in the most areas they have global roaming.

There are a lot of Internet bars near the scenic spot. When you go online in the Internet bar,

please show your passport strictly according to the regulations. You can check Hotmail,

YAHOO or Gmail on the Internet bar, but the speed is slow.

In the public facilities in Chengdu, toilets are a very cruel place, although there is a certain

improvement, but still need to pay attention. Try to solve your stomach and bladder

problems in the hotel as much as possible. There is a chance in the restaurant and

department store. The bathroom of the public toilet and the small store may be smelly.
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Understanding China and understanding Chengdu:

We strongly recommend you to get an official English guide or to rent an official audio

guidance machine at the scenic spot entrance. Usually they will be at a separate counter

near the ticketing booth.

After a day, you can take a look at pedicure or massage in Chengdu. You can find such

shops everywhere.

It is a good idea to be as friendly as possible in China, to show your love to the people there

and your favorite guides, and to buy a small gift as a token of appreciation.
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BOOKING FORM

Organizer: 21RV

Venue: RV World·Chengdu Palm World RV Campsite,Youai Town,Pidu District,Chengdu City,Sichuan

Province

Tel： Fax： E-mail：

Surname First name Country

Address

E-mail
Club CCI no.

Please choose your preferable accommodation type

Tent
Rental

Motorcaravan
Or Caravan

Hotel Other

.

Arrival Date Departure Date
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Admission (Admmission fees should be paid for all participants regardless of the places they choose to stay.)

Family member:: Surname:: First name: Age: Total:

Adults

US $ 50.00

US $

US $

US $

US $

Juniors12-17 years

US $ 25.00

US $

US $

US $

US $

Children< 12 years

Free Free

Total
$

Accommodation

Price per day Nights Sum

Bring Own Tent US $ 0.00 US $ No Electricity

Motorhome Rental US $ 80.00 US $
4 people /Electricity Included/ Toilet/ Bed linen /
Kitchen（Gas Hob、Knives、Plate）

Electricity US $ 3.00 US $ Electricity can be added on the personal tent

Total US $ .
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Hotel

Hotel Price Distance from

Camp

Discount Remark

Wyndham Hotel US $ 121.00 For 2 people

Xu Courtyard Hotel US $45.00 For 2 people

Excursion (Only apply for round trip bus, tickets and meal no included)

10. 30 (Fri)A 10. 30 (Fri)B

Fee
Adult 12~17 Under 12 Adult 12~17 Under 12

$ 18.00 $ 18.00 Free $ 16.00 $ 16.00 Free

Persons

Total

Admissions and lunch are not included.
The excursions will be canceled when there are less than 30 reserved people for each day.
The details of excursions will be provided via homepage (All the excursion details will be noticed after Sep. 15)

Grand Total US $

I and my family member will observe the rally rules. The undersigned relieves the organizing club of all responsibility
in case of accidents, illness, theft or force majeure

Date:...................................................................

Signature:.....................................................................................
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INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CONDITIONS

 All participants must have a valid 2018 CCI Card

 Please make booking and payment through your club

 Booking and payment through your club

 Excursion programs are subject to change or be canceled if there are inadequate numbers of participants.

 Campers arriving before the opening of the Rally, except for authorized approved, will not be allowed to
enter until the official site opening time.

CANCELLATIONSAND REFUNDS

 Organizer. does not operate a reimbursement of Rally fees policy in respect of cancellation by the participant.
We advise all participants to have adequate travel insurance to cover cancellation.

Motorhomes (Caravans) Rental

 Rental Motorcaravans (Caravans) can be fully booked soon. Additional Rental Prices of Motorcaravans

(Caravans) could be changed.。

 For more details please contact：liuliqun@21rv.com

 zhangshuo@21rv.com

mailto:liuliqun@21rv.com

